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1. INTRODUCTION  

The geo-information market has received a great deal of public attention as a re-

sult of Google Earth and Microsoft Virtual Earth. More and more companies are 

recognizing the business potential of geo-services and are developing solutions 

geared towards meeting a wide range of demands. 

Industry-oriented solutions and applications for the geo-information market open 

access to new markets. On a national level, this realization has established itself 

firmly in the German Commission on the Economics of Geo-Information (GIW-

Commission). Now the time has come for this to take place on an international 

level as well. Building on the results of the GIW-commission’s work, the German 

Federal Ministry for Economics and Technology (BMWi) has charged MICUS 

Management Consulting with creating the study “Prospects for Business Models of 

German Companies in the European and Global Geo-Information Market.”  

The study will emphasize industries for which geo data is relevant and which are 

already the subjects of the GIW-Commission’s lead projects: 

1. The insurance industry – georisks  

2. The reusable energy industry – geothermal energy 

3. The industry for primary resources - aggregates and quarry products 

4. The utility and banking industry - real estate 

5. The media industry - 3D city models 

A novelty is that the results of this study will be presented in a map-based web 

application, called GeoBusinessMaps, which are part of this documentation and 

can be accessed at www.geobusinessmaps.org.  

Additionally, good practice solutions on the basis of geo data are introduced. In 

this section, business models, innovative solutions for web portals and exemplary 

applications in relation to the subjects of the GIW-Commission’s lead projects will 

be discussed. 

An important requirement for the activation of the geo-information market involves 

developing sustainable business models. This section introduces the elements of 

such business models, sales and distribution models and potential forms of coop-

eration. The emphasis will be placed on web-based business models in an interna-

tional environment.  

The geo-information market in Germany was first explored by MICUS in 2003. This 

market assessment will be updated. In this section the three most important mar-

ket segments given by portable and on board satellite navigation, planning and 

documentation systems as well as geo-marketing will be considered.  

http://www.geobusinessmaps.org/
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Based on the results of the study, policy recommendations will be made. These 

address public administrations as well as organizations and businesses.  

 

2. GEOBUSINESSMAPS  

GeoBusinessMaps is a novel approach to illustrating the main results of the cur-

rent study “Prospects for Business Models of German Companies in the European 

and Global Geo-Information Market.” This approach exceeds the usual written 

summary by employing a map-based web application for the first time, which de-

picts a broad range of key indicators for infrastructure, important markets and data 

sources. 

GeoBusinessMaps is set up with the following goals in mind: 

 To give access to information about basic economic and infrastructure condi-

tions of individual countries and thus to the fundamental information necessary 

for the creation of business models in the geo-information sector.  

 To give access to key indicators for specific markets that can be used as a 

decision criterion for estimating market potential during the conception of inter-

national business models.  

 To give access to fundamental information on the sources and possible refer-

ences for geo-information, which ultimately represent the primary resources for 

constructing business models in the geo-information sector. 

 

Each segment includes specific information that can be depicted in a map-based 

application. The content layout of the application simultaneously represents the 

functional layout.  

GeoBusinessMaps give access to market information in three steps and consecu-

tively address the following questions: 

 How high is the degree of Internet usage in the various countries? 

 What are important market indicators with respect to the GIW-

Commission’s lead projects and what do the markets in the various coun-

tries look like? 

 What are the most important sources for basic geo data, environmental in-

formation, geological data, statistical data and meteorological data in the 

individual countries? 

The evaluation of the above information permits an initial assessment of the mar-

ket potential for each country. An example of what GeoBusinessMaps looks like is 

given below:  
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Beyond presenting market information and sources for geo-information in Euro-

pean markets, the study also aims to identify sources for geo data in selected in-

ternational markets. The sources for basic geo data and cadastral registers, envi-

ronmental information, geological data, statistical data and for meteorological in-

formation are included for the following international markets: 

 Australia 

 Brazil  

 Canada  

 China 

 India 

 Japan 

 Russia 

 South Africa  

 United States of America (U.S.) 

The comprehensive list of the selected international sources is available as a PDF-

download in the application.  
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This study’s systematic analysis of specific sectors shows that four countries exh i-

bit particularly favorable pre-conditions for the successful creation of geo-portals: 

 United Kingdom (U.K.) 

 Spain 

 France 

 Italy 

In these countries, the infrastructure is well developed. Especially the real estate, 

primary resources and geo-thermal sectors exhibit high potential in this regard, in 

addition to the respective economies being characterized by high productivity. 

Access to public geo data is also very easy to obtain in these countries.  

 

3. GOOD PRACTICES  

Good practices identify examples of successful, international web portals and ap-

plications. The featured cases distinguish themselves based on innovative busi-

ness models, exemplary treatment of the subject matter as well as the commend-

able manner in which they address their target audience. Good practice applica-

tions are introduced for the following three categories: 

1. Portals with an exemplary realization of business models  

2. Innovative portals in the area of geo-information  

3. Innovative examples of applications and approaches in the subject areas of 

the GIW-Commission’s lead projects  

A majority of the featured good practice applications comes from the U.K. This is 

no coincidence since the question of the reuse of public sector data is very suc-

cessfully and efficiently addressed by the Ordnance Survey as a distributing entity 

for geo-information, by the Office of Public Sector Information as a sort of central 

data access and data reuse agency and by the Office of Fair Trading as an entity 

that observes the market and ensures competition.  

The British portal Enact Energy www.enactenergy.com has received several 

awards and is operated by an energy-consulting firm by the same name. The por-

tal serves as a multilayered information platform for the energy sector and primari-

ly caters to municipal authorities and administrations, housing administrations, real 

estate construction companies and utility companies. Since 1996, the company 

has successfully worked with several different business models in order to work on 

projects that increase energy efficiency and reduce CO2 emissions. 
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The Ordnance Survey functions as a central source for geo data in the U.K. The 

Internet platform www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk forms a comprehensive basis for 

information that does not just cater to expert needs but also to a variety of other 

target groups. In addition to business customers and solution partners, it is particu-

larly interesting for students, teachers and beginners interested in informational 

material and applications in the area of geo-information, which can be accessed 

via www.ordnancesurvery.co.uk/oswebsite/education.  

In Spain, most cadastral information can be obtained free-of-charge. Using the 

virtual office for cadastral information www.catastro.meh.es, which is operated by 

the Direción General del Catastro, anyone can obtain comprehensive cadastral 

information on properties or real estate. This was featured as a good practice ap-

plication by the European Union in 2007 www.ePractice.eu.  

The Quarry Products Association is the British trade association for the aggre-

gates and quarry products industry and operates a comprehensive information 

portal. Beyond informing about traditional industries and associations or member 

companies, it also reports on goals and intentions for sustainable mining methods.  

Similar to the Ordnance Survey, it also operates an area targeted to a younger 

audience called the Youth Zone, which can be accessed at 

www.qpa.org/youthzone.htm.  

 

4. BUSINESS MODELS  

Based on the analysis of international good practices and the insights gained from 

various realized business model designs in the geo-information market, four fac-

tors that contribute to success can be identified: 

 Target-group oriented design: Good practices show that portals offering 

products and services specifically geared towards a well-defined group of 

customers are particularly attractive.  

 Simple application and product: Especially those applications where the 

value-added is immediately recognizable and which do not require any 

prior technical know-how reveal high user quotas. In the area of geo-

computing, where precise and up-to-date information are particularly impor-

tant for practical applications, the courage to simplify information is often-

times necessary in order to realize business ideas for the masses. With re-

spect to this, it is also decisive to offer simple and transparent pricing mod-

els.  

 Sustainable business models: Web portals make it possible to offer sev-

eral sales and distribution models simultaneously. The stability of these 
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business models can be increased if there is a mixture of revenues stem-

ming from advertisement, online-shops and premium memberships. In this 

area, the ability to securely pay electronically is also important. 

 Cooperation with partners: In order to cover the necessary know-how in 

the geo-information and Internet business, increased collaboration among 

various experts is required.  

 

5. ANALYSIS OF THE GERMAN MARKET FOR GEO-INFORMATION  

The 2003 MICUS study determined that the value of the geo-information market in 

Germany was 1.22 billion Euro for 2002. During the period 2002 to 2008, the “sta-

tus-quo” scenario calculated an increase to 1.5 billion Euro, while the “deregula-

tion” scenario calculated a market volume of 2.2 billion Euro.  

The following assumptions formed the basis of the status-quo scenario: The 

growth of the geo-information market remains linked to the IT-market, i.e. the 

growth is not content-based but rather solely extracted from IT-technology. For this 

scenario, 3% annual growth was assumed.  

For the deregulation scenario, the following assumptions were made: Unhindered 

access to public sector information, integrated access, simplif ication of user rights, 

appropriate pricing. These measures were intended to facilitate the de-coupling of 

the content-market from the IT-market, in order for content-based annual growth of 

10% to become possible.  

Now the question arises which of these scenarios has been realized or, in other 

words, how the market has developed.  

In general, the market for public sector information has stagnated in recent years. 

The private sector has, for the most, turned to the private data market: private 

aerial photography, ever improving address databases and the development of 

private map designs have facilitated a rapid increase in this area. The possible 

substitution effect for private sector data, which was already forecasted by the 

2003 MICUS study, has in the meantime become reality. Programs such as 

Google Earth and Microsoft Virtual Earth have tremendously increased the popu-

larity of the market for geo data. At the same time, they have made the use of pub-

lic sector data for mapping-applications obsolete in many cases.   

What consequences do these developments actually have on the geo-information 

market? 

To illustrate the developments individually, the market will be broken down into its 

most important components. Three sectors will be considered:  
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1. Planning and documentation systems  

2. Portable and on-board satellite navigation  

3. Geo-marketing 

A clear shift is discernible in the geo-information market: In an initial market analy-

sis, MICUS determined in 2000 that for an entire market volume of 1 billion Euro, 

the market for planning and documentation systems would make up the majority at 

45%. In 2000, the market was mainly made up of experts who used geo-

information as a basis for planning, while the market for navigation was not as de-

veloped yet.  

In 2007, the market had a volume of 1.51 billion Euro and the navigation sector 

became the leader in the geo-information market at 48%. Thus, there is a clear 

shift in the importance of the respective sectors. The mere moderate increases in 

the absolute values for geo-marketing and planning and documentation services 

are also a result of the free-of-charge or alternative mapping services. In other 

words: Elaborate, expensive mapping services are replaced by cheaper solutions.  

500 Mio. €

728 Mio. €

278 Mio. €

19%
33%

48%

Source: MICUS Management Consulting, 2001 Source: MICUS Management Consulting, 2008

45%

35%

20%

2000

Total: € 1.0 bil.

€ 450 mio.

€ 200 mio.

€ 350 mio.

planning and 
documentation 

systems

navigation

geo-marketing

2007

Total: € 1.51 bil.

navigation

geo-marketing planning and 
documentation 

systems
€ 278 mio.

€ 500 mio.

€ 728 mio.

 

 

By comparing the most recent results for 2007 with the results obtained by the 

MICUS study in 2003, the following picture emerges: Content-based growth only 

took place in the private sector of the geo-information market. Conversely, the 

geo-information market on the basis of public sector information remained at or 

developed below the status-quo scenario. 
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What does this mean for future developments in the market? 

The traditional business models of geo-information system (GIS)-companies in the 

area of planning and documentation systems will continue to develop. Through a 

series of acquisitions, GIS- and mapping technologies were able to conquer new 

market niches. GIS components will increasingly be integrated in existing software 

solutions and will continue to develop in this area according to specific, applica-

tion-oriented requirements. It can be forecasted that solutions will become more 

specialized and customized.  

For the navigation sector, market saturation can be expected to occur by 2010; 

until then the market will continue to grow rapidly. Dynamic mapping features and 

the uniform mapping standard PSF (physical storage format), which is supposed to 

be introduced in 2011, will have stimulating effects on the market.  

The importance of geo-marketing will continue to increase. However, similar to the 

planning and documentation system industry, this sector will continue to expe-

rience substitution away from high-quality data and software products towards 

simple and inexpensive mapping applications and use of open source software.   

The substitution of public for private sector data will continue to become more sig-

nificant in the future. In the U.S., Google Earth and Microsoft Earth are already 

used by federal administrations as standard applications with uniform coordinate 

systems on a daily basis.  
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6. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS  

What can public administrations, organizations and businesses do in order to 

create a better environment for German companies to establish themselves in the 

European and international geo-information market and to facilitate stronger 

growth in the German geo-information market? Nine recommendations can be 

made: 

 

6.1. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIONS  

1. Continued development of GeoBusinessMaps as the information and 

communication platform of the geo-information market 

This study presents version 1.0 of GeoBusinessMaps. Its underlying tech-

nology offers the possibility to develop the application even further and to 

supplement its content and functions.  

Because of this, the existence of GeoBusinessMaps is secured, the appli-

cation can be extended and the value-added can continue to grow for all 

users.  

 

2. Make GeoBusinessMaps known on a European and international level 

and find new partners 

The current version of GeoBusinessMaps is primarily concerned with the 

development of German companies’ business models abroad. Business 

thrives on international exchange and international cooperation. GeoBusi-

nessMaps offer an ideal approach to an inter-European solution that not 

only supports German businesses, but can also help foreign companies get 

involved in the German market.  

 

3. Introduce monitoring of German geo-information business activities 

in a European setting 

To promote the internationalization of the geo-information business, activi-

ties and successes of German companies abroad should be documented 

and published. Additionally, good practice solutions could serve as a moti-

vating mechanism for other market participants to become more interna-

tional.  
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4. Facilitate the reuse of public sector data for the business sector 

The legal separation of access and reuse of information leads to an artifi-

cial splitting of a natural entity. Neither the freedom of information act (IFG) 

nor the environment information act (UIG) explicitly disclose or address the 

extent to which the obtained information can be used for commercial pur-

poses. Not just the existing IFG, but all laws regarding the dissemination of 

information need to clarify whether they also regulate the reuse of informa-

tion in the sense of the information reuse act (IWG).  

 

6.2. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ORGANIZATIONS AND 

BUSINESSES  

5. Use of GeoBusinessMaps as a foundation for the internationalization 

of the German geo-information business 

GeoBusinessMaps offers information that is important in developing busi-

ness models for the international geo-information market. One can search 

for specific countries, which display good qualifications for web-based 

business models because of their high Internet access availability and use. 

In addition, important key indicators in sectors for which geo data are rele-

vant can be researched. Based on this, target markets can be discovered 

and developed. The availability of the geo-data sources makes it easier to 

get in touch with the proper contacts to obtain publicly available geo-data.  

  

6. Collaboration among national and international cooperation partners 

in the creation of business models  

Operating geo-portals requires market expertise in areas such as data ac-

quisition, Internet services, GIS-services, customer service and portal de-

sign but also knowledge of national and regional markets. To cover all 

these areas requires an increased collaboration with national and interna-

tional partners, especially those who have country-specific market access.  

 

7. Ensuring sustainability of business models by creating simple, de-

mand-oriented geo-portals geared towards target groups 

The long-term success of a geo-portal primarily depends on the sustainabil-

ity of the business model. Only if profits can be made on a regular basis, 

can updates and technical adjustments be carried out. Therefore it is ne-

cessary to create service-oriented pricing models and appropriate products 

for the specific market.  
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In designing prices and products, the provider who is drawing on public 

sector information, is dependent on the latter’s respective services and 

fees. This shows how important deregulation in this area is for business 

models to succeed on the basis of public data.  

Examples from abroad show how appealing simple applications are. The 

value-added must be immediately recognizable to the user and the need for 

specialized knowledge cannot present an obstacle to portal-use. Short 

download periods and frequently updated information are important prere-

quisites for a high-user frequency. 

The first geo-portals in Germany were oftentimes created by public geo-

data providers. Even though technically highly developed, they were fre-

quently not adopted by the actual target group. From the good practices 

cases, it can be inferred how important the creation of target group oriented 

portals is. With respect to geo-data, the courage to simplify, to reduce the 

complexity and to strengthen service-orientation is crucial.   

  

8. Extend the use of geo-data onto other business processes 

Even though the public interest in geo-data has increased tremendously as 

a result of applications such as Google Earth and Virtual Earth, their many 

versatile potential uses have not been exhausted. Many business 

processes such as sales, strategy planning, marketing, location scouting, 

or customer acquisition could be executed more effectively with the tar-

geted use of geo-data.  

 

9. Encouraging internationalization of organizations using GeoBusi-

nessMaps 

German organizations should take the results of this study and the GeoBu-

sinessMaps application as an opportunity to form communication networks 

on a European scale. This is intended to encourage the opening up of new 

markets and to make it easier to network.  


